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Each site was configured with a computer system for executing a performance test tool. At Site N, a Dell R310 Intel Xeon X3430 2.40Ghz 1U Fedora (v14) Linux (v2.6.35--14--95 SMP) system was configured to function as a testing client. Site O hosted a Dell D610 Laptop running Windows XP functioned as the testing server. 3. Test Tool.
The performance tool used for this test was "iperf". It was used to measure the maximum TCP bandwidth performance of the Site N --Site O circuit. Iperf also reports delay jitter and datagram loss, but these characteristics where not the focus of this test. Another words, no concern was giving to options such as "disabling Nagle's Algorithm". However window size was manipulated for reasons explained in section 6. 4. Test Procedures.
The test process ran a iperf client--server configuration. Site O's computer functioned as the TCP port 5001 receiver to the Site N computer TCP test traffic transmitter. Issued from a command line terminal window, the following commands where executed on each system to accomplish the desired iperf runtime configuration:
From the onset, the test demonstrated issues between the Site O server and Site N client. Performance tests were reporting highly degraded bandwidth. Most notable was the bandwidth appeared to be "throttled", that is, fairly consistent bit rates at one--third the capacity of the circuit was observed. The following figure illustrates the low data rates reported during initial testing. To further isolate the problem and because there was no ability to simultaneously observe in real time, statistics on the Site N and Site O host, the configuration in Figure 6 .d.1 was implemented. Figure 6 .d.1. It was soon determined that there was a compatibility issue between Windows XP iperf and Linux iperf. By default, iperf running on Windows XP implements a TCP window size of 8 KBytes while Linux default is typically 85.3 Kbytes. The result of this imbalance is illustrated in Figure 5 .1. which seems to indicate a circuit that has been constrained. Further, the Fedora Linux was programmed with a 64 Kbytes window size, which further exasperated the problem. Figure 6 .d.2. shows these TCP tuning parameters. By adjusting the server's TCP window size so that it was greater than the transmitting client, bandwidth use of the circuit was able to reach an overall average of about 90% utilization. 9. Final Observation.
While the issue of compatibility between window sizes was overcome, this issue could have been avoided by using the same system for the receiver as the transmitter. Further, because iperf's behavior was somewhat different on each of the systems, it might have been more prudent to exploit another bandwidth test tool. In fact, if both systems were Fedora Linux OS based systems 5 using another performance tool called "netperf", better performance results may have been realized. Other reasons for using Fedora Linux is flexibility and the availability of test suites, such as MSDPI 6 . 5 Because of logistics issues, deploying such a configuration was overruled. 6 Multi--Service Domain Protecting Interface is a control plane based on Session Initiation Protocol under development at Site N. Its feature sets include, plain text domain database exchange, local/remote system management and full integration of the netperf test tool.
